How Counties Will Share
Township Road Aid
AS PROVIDED BY THE MCGINTY-HORBEN
TOWNSHIP ROAD BILL
The following table shows the actual set of contributions, by counties, for the respective years 1921, 1922, and 1923, as set forth in the table on the right. The table also shows, in the case of each county, the percentage of the aid received in 1921, 1922, and 1923, respectively, as percentages of the aid received in all three years.

BENEfICIAL RAINS
IN SOME PARTS THE PAST WEEK
Crops In Good Condition To
Respond To Favorable Weather

SOME FROST DAMAGE
Lack of Rain Since April
Increases Deficiency Since

On the 6th of April, 1931, and May 8th, 1931, the Governor of Michigan sent to the legislature a message recommending the appointment of a special legislative committee to consider the question of the appropriations for the next fiscal year.

Governor's Message

DEMANDS THE APPOINTMENT OF A SPECIAL COMMITTEE
OF THE LEGISLATURE TO CONSIDER THE QUESTION OF THE APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR

TO THE HONORABLE ASSEMBLY:

WHEREAS, the Governor of the State of Michigan has, by his message, recommended the appointment of a special legislative committee to consider the question of the appropriations for the next fiscal year, and

WHEREAS, the legislature of the State of Michigan has, by resolution, authorized the appointment of a special legislative committee to consider the question of the appropriations for the next fiscal year, and

NOW, THEREFORE, the legislature of the State of Michigan, in compliance with the recommendation of the Governor, do hereby appoint a special legislative committee to consider the question of the appropriations for the next fiscal year,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the secretary of the senate and the clerk of the house of representatives do, respectively, sign and transmit the resolutions provided for in Article I, Section 10, of the Constitution of the State of Michigan.

S. R. M. R.
Secretary of the Senate.

J. H. P.
Clerk of the House of Representatives.
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NOW, THEREFORE, the legislature of the State of Michigan, in compliance with the recommendation of the Governor, do hereby appoint a special legislative committee to consider the question of the appropriations for the next fiscal year,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the secretary of the senate and the clerk of the house of representatives do, respectively, sign and transmit the resolutions provided for in Article I, Section 10, of the Constitution of the State of Michigan.

S. R. M. R.
Secretary of the Senate.

J. H. P.
Clerk of the House of Representatives.
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Total: 9,977.494
Farmers Are Interested In The Law Suit
Right of agricultural scientists in the employ of the State or Federal governments to control the investigation work done in their employ is being challenged in federal court at Wichita, Kansas.

The challenge comes from Oklahoma where the city of Oklahoma City has filed suit for $25,000 damages against the Kansas State college farm college department, the superintendency of the experiment station and two county agents, charging that these men conspired to damage the sale of Graham seed, a new sorghum controlled by the Graham Seed Co. The complaint charges that the Kansas College men published findings to the effect that Graham seed is unsuitable to raise and does not mature as well as other sorghums. The defendant case is that the suit is brought against the college investigators individually and not against the county agents, so far as the county agent is the suit is the fault of the state's seed company.

Recently Michigan State College Farm Crop Dep't advised Michigan farmers through the Michigan press that Graham seed is not adapted to Michigan and will not mature here. The College states that it is a service of Agriculture advice that Graham seed was being sold at 20 to 50 times the price of other sorghum seed.

A President From The South
Edward A. O'Neal, new president of the American Farm Bureau Federation, came from the South to hold that position. Commodore of a Confederate army general, descendant of the first surveyor-general of the territory of Alabama in the time of Presidents Adams and Andrew Jackson, his occupancy and his executive qualities interest him as a representative of the South.

President O'Neal was born near Florence, Alabama, the Musk Stack Railroad, which alone operates a 2,600 acre plantation there. Educated at Washington and Lee University, Mr. O'Neal returned to southern agriculture and founded the United Farmers Exchange, Inc., a credit corporation. In 1928 he was elected president of the Alabama Farm Bureau Federation, and in the past he was president. He has served as president for eight terms. He has helped organize and is president of the Alabama Farm Bureau's Cotton Ann, Inc., and is a director of the American Credit Corporation. In 1924 he was elected vice president of the American Farm Bureau Federation and has returned to the office at each succeeding election. When President Thompson resigned to become a member of the Federal Farm Bureau, the Farm Bureau directors named Mr. O'Neal president.

Do You Agree With L. W. Wilson On Depression?
Outstanding in the minds of European governments and their political leaders as they prepare for the elections of next year are the political positions of L. W. Wilson, Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, and the effect of these positions on the governmental policies of the United States.

Wilson has consistently advocated a high degree of price control, a high degree of credit control, and a high degree of protective tariffs. His views on these subjects are well known, and he has been supported in his efforts by the United States government.

The question of whether or not to follow Wilson's policies is an important one for the United States government to consider. The government must decide whether or not to adopt his policies, and if it does, what the consequences of those policies will be.

We'll Sue You!
A threat frequently heard not long after strangers sit down to dinner is "We'll sue you!". If you are in an automobile accident, with more or less damage for property or persons. It sounds bad and it is bad if you get sued and have to pay. The legal aid of the Michigan Farm Bureau Federation is available to help anyone who has been injured in an automobile accident.

Beneficial Rains In Some of State
Our country is blessed with a fair share of rain. While people in some parts of the nation may be enduring dry times, people in others are braving downpours. The region in the northern part of the United States where the rain is most needed is in the area around Lake Michigan.

Michigan Wool Pool
Recently Ohio Invasion
A group of farmers in Ohio is invading the Michigan wool pool. The Michigan wool pool is the area's largest wool pool. The invasion is expected to cause a drop in the price of wool, but it is not likely to have a significant effect on the overall price of wool. The wool pool is a cooperative organization that buys and sells wool from farmers in the region. The pool is owned by the farmers who sell wool to it.

Sulfuric Acid Powder
Calcium Arsenate Powder
Bordeaux Mixture Powder
Sulphate of Nicotine

Weed control in the Corn Belt
The Farmers' Bulletin is a monthly publication of the United States Department of Agriculture, printed in Washington, D.C. It is published by the Federal Government.

The Farmers' Bulletin is a good source of information on a wide variety of topics related to farming. It includes articles on crop production, livestock management, soil conservation, and other topics. It also contains advertising from agricultural businesses.

The Bulletin was established in 1906 and is still published today. It has been an important resource for farmers for over 100 years.
In the past, there may have been a good reason for taking chances and paying the price of the policies. But today, with so many kinds of insurance available, there is no need.

The price of insurance today is not just about protecting your family. It's about protecting your future.

The cost of insurance is not just a financial burden. It's a burden on your life. It's a burden on your freedom. It's a burden on your choices.

It's time to take control of your insurance costs. It's time to take control of your life.

The Dream of Pharaoh

One-fifth of the increase in the land was to be stored in the seven years of plenty to provide for the seven years of famine. Joseph headed the first life insurance company.

All years are of more or less plenty when we are well and strong—when we do not have to work next year or several years in advance.

Time changes. The young man, and the man of importance as well, have something he goes for that older man will come to know as himself. For the protection of the family dependent upon him.

Modern life insurance is the method whereby thousands of families are able to provide for their future and to protect their loved ones.

FARM SCHOOL TAX RELIEF BLOCKED IN THE SENATE

Tax Commissioner Declines To Aid In Improving Billing Of Old Cars

Lansing—Measles which have been carried from the towns and villages into the cities by the schools and school children, has been the subject of much criticism in recent weeks.
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CHICK AUCTION TO CLOSE 4TH ANNUAL SHOW AT COLLEGE


ADMISSION IS FREE

Thirteen States Have Entered 24 Varieties of

By J. A. DAVISON
Field Research, Michigan Poultry

East Lansing-The Fourth Annual Michigan State Chick Show will be held at Michigan State College Livestock Station, agricultural Building, May 15, Tuesday, May 1, 1930. Admission is Free. March entries have been received from the following states: Michigan, Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan. Entries were received May 1.

The Detroit

East Lansing. A total of 24 varieties of chicks are included in the entries already received.

MICHIGAN ACCREDITED CHICKS

CHICKS

STOCK PILES

BREEDER STOCK

FARMS FOR SALE

POULTRY

BABY CHICKS

BARN EMBRYOS

AT-1 TO 10 WEEKS

LIVE STOCK

BEEF CATTLE

HAMS & BEEF ROLL

LAMBS & RAMS

HAY AND STRAW

WHOLESALE CATTLE, HAM, AND BEEF

SEEDS AND PLANTS

OTHER SEEDS

PULLETS

S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS

PULLETS

TOMS BARNAR STRAIN

HOLLAND PULLETS & POULTRY FARMS, ZOEADAN, MICH.

HOLLAND PULLETS & POULTRY FARMS, ZOEADAN, MICH.

PULLETS

S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS

PULLETS

TOMS BARNAR STRAIN

HOLLAND PULLETS & POULTRY FARMS, ZOEADAN, MICH.

PULLETS

S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS

WHEN IT PAYS

HEN laying 10 eggs per month, you can afford to lay her out in a proper broody box. This will give her the chance to raise a few dozen chicks, and you will have a nice brood of chicks to sell at a fair price. The cost of raising a few dozen chicks is not great, and the profit is sure to be more than sufficient to cover the cost of the broody box. And you can use the broody box for other purposes later on, such as for raising bees or for starting a small poultry farm. You can buy a broody box at a reasonable price, and it will pay you to take care of it and use it properly. In most cases, the cost of raising a few dozen chicks is not great, and the profit is sure to be more than sufficient to cover the cost of the broody box. And you can use the broody box for other purposes later on, such as for raising bees or for starting a small poultry farm. You can buy a broody box at a reasonable price, and it will pay you to take care of it and use it properly.
**How to Sell Home Grown Flowers**

By NAOMI M. WALLACE

**Vendor Marketing Specialist**

Many women enjoy raising flowers, and it should be a planned procedure to encourage the growth of the family's flowers. If you have a small garden, you might consider raising flowers for sale. If you have a large garden, you might consider raising flowers for sale on a larger scale. The size of your garden will determine the type of flowers you can raise.

**AUNT HET**

**BY: NAOMI M. WALLACE**

It is best to secure the plants at a market. They do not have to be sold for immediate purchase. The darker reds are pleasing to the buyer. Yellow zinnias do not, as a rule, demand the same attention as the reds. They often come in various colors separated on the stands.

**These Things Do Our Hearts Much Good**

An Article on Trees. Home Changes, and Mother's Day.

By MRS. EDITH V. WAGNER

Spring is almost here, and it is time to start thinking about the planting of flowers. In the spring, the flowers are usually more colorful than in the fall. The flowers should be planted in the spring when the weather is warm. The flowers should be planted in the ground, and they should be watered regularly. The flowers should be watered until they are well established. The flowers should be watered again when the weather is warm. The flowers should be watered again when the weather is warm.

**KITCHEN IDEAS**

Imagine placing a large group order and allowing us a very advantageous price. Order now if you appreciate.

- **PIE**
  - 1 quart cream
  - 1 pint vinegar
  - 1 tablespoon lemon juice
  - 3/4 teaspoon cloves

**Why Chickens Crowd and How to Prevent It**

Crowding of chicks is not a disease, but it is a condition that can be prevented. The condition can be prevented by providing enough space for the chicks. The space should be large enough so that the chicks can move about freely. The space should be large enough so that the chicks can move about freely. The space should be large enough so that the chicks can move about freely.

**TWO TRAFFIC TIPS**

**An introduction to the world of traffic.**

**RECOMMEND**

FAMOUS RECIPES

**Descrives His Chinese Soup**

- Also French Pancake

**Dessert**

- 1 quart cream
- 1 pint vinegar
- 1 tablespoon lemon juice
- 3/4 teaspoon cloves

**PIE**

- 1 quart cream
- 1 pint vinegar
- 1 tablespoon lemon juice
- 3/4 teaspoon cloves

**Farm News Patterns**

- 1 quart cream
- 1 pint vinegar
- 1 tablespoon lemon juice
- 3/4 teaspoon cloves

**New Ideas For Pie and Rubarb**

- A PIE TRASH TIP

- A pie with crust and filling.

- Place the pie in a larger pie dish. Bake at a lower temperature. Cover with a shield. Reduce the temperature to 325 degrees. Bake until the filling is set.
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Farm Bureau Fertilizer

Champions Used

Farm Bureau Fertilizer

George Bar, Champion Corn King of

Michigan for 1939, who produced

bushels of shelled corn per acre, grinds

Farm Bureau Fertilizer very highly and is

a consistent user of it as an aid to im-

proving his crops.

Fritz Munley with the second highest

yield of the state of 80 bushels of shelled

corn per acre, likes and Farm Bureau Fertilizer

on all of his crops.

Adolph Baur of Huron county, last

year increased his corn yield by 110 lbs.

per acre with Farm Bureau Fertilizer,

over a fertilizer put out by a competitive

company, who claimed it as their highest

quality fertilizer.

R. V. Shindle of Washtenaw county

increased his yield of early potatoes

50 bushels per acre, using Farm Bureau Fertilizer

on all of his crops.

The growers' comments with final

approval were those of W. Perry, Cline, Dr. R. J. James, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Cline, and

David Emlyn, Von. George Kofnaile, Shepherd.
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